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This paper summarizesthe evidence from the Pioneer 10 plasma analyzer that plasma derived from
Europa was present in the Jovian magnetospherein December 1973. Plasma detected between 1900
UT and 2100 UT on December 3, 1973, shows a number of significantphenomena near the expected
position of Europa's L shell. Mass addition to the magnetosphericplasma is suggestedby a local
increase in density apparently superimposedon the density gradient of Iogenic plasma. This increase
in plasma density is unlike any phenomenonobserved when the spacecraftis not close to a lunar L
shell. The density showsfluctuationswhich allow an estimate of the net outflow speed of magnetospheric ions per Jovian rotation. We estimate a radial flow speedin 1973of 0.37 km/s from the Pioneer
data and we estimate 1 km/s in 1979 from Voyager 2 data, thus indicating a significant change. The
mass addition from Europa is consistentwith the expected derivation of oxygen ions (or OH + or

H20 +) from the icy surfaceof Europa by sputteringor other processesor with the derivation of
recycled sulphur ions from Europa. Evidence from other peaks in the plasma spectra also argues for
the identificationof the most prominentpeak in these spectraas havingM/Q in the range of 16-18. The
estimateof the bulk plasmaspeedobtainedby combiningthis identificationwith the absoluteenergies
of the peaksand the spacecrafttrajectory informationindicatesthat at this time the corotation speedis
substantially higher than the expected corotation speed for a large number of spectra. If the most
prominentpeak in the spectrawere associatedwith M/Q valuesof 32, then the corotationspeedwould
be consistentwith rigid corotation. These results contrast with the Voyager 1979 observationsand are
more evidence for a large change in magnetospheric conditions between the 1973 and 1979
observations.We can accountpartially for the increasedcorotation speedof the plasma during the
Pioneer 10encounterby useof momentumconservationand compressionof the magnetosphereby the
solar wind.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, we reported that during the inbound passageof
the Pioneer 10 flyby of Jupiter in December 1973, the
Pioneer 10 plasma analyzer detectedcorotatingplasmaions
in the Io torus [Intriligator and Miller, 1981]. On this pass
the outer collectors of the Pioneer plasma analyzer were
close enough to the direction of corotation to observe the
cold plasmas of the inner magnetosphere.In the present
paper we report observationsmade by the Pioneer 10 plasma
analyzer at larger distances extending well outside the Io
toms. We describe observationsof corotating plasma ions
apparently associated with Europa. As in the case of our
earlier paper, these plasma ions are detected in data from
detector B, the medium resolutionanalyzer, not previously
studied by others. We compare them with Voyager results
and with UV observationsof sulphur depositson the upstream hemisphere of Europa.
The ion spectrapresentedin this paper show evidenceof a
significantcompositionchangenear the expectedcrossingof
Europa's L shell. Analysis of the composition change, as
describedbelow, suggeststhat a portionof the plasmain this
regionis derivedfrom Europa. This interpretationappearsto
be more plausible than the obvious alternatives, and it is
consistentwith laboratory data on sputteringof matter from
icy surfaces.
The ion spectra indicate that the severe lagging behind

corotation reported by the Voyager experimenterswas not
•Also af•liated with the Universityof SouthernCalifornia,Los
Angeles, California 90007.

present in this region during the Pioneer 10 encounter
representing a significant temporal change during the more
than 5 years between the Pioneer and Voyager observations.
These results are obtained by a model-independentcomparison of the energies of various peaks in the measured ion
spectra, as used by Belcher et al. [1980]. The higher observed speedsimply that the degree of massloading (hence,
presumably, the outflow speed) is less in the magnetosphere
in December 1973than it was during the Voyager encounter.
This result is strengthenedby the observation of periodic
changes in the detected ions which appear to represent
plasma streamsfrom Europa entrained at successiveJovian
rotations.

An

estimate

can thus be derived

of the mean

outflow speed per Jovian rotation, using the Europa plasma
as a 'tracer.'

While the interpretations of the Voyager plasma data
published to date do not include identification of plasma
from Europa, we will describe how these data appear to
indicate the possiblepresenceof the Europa plasma stream.
The outflow speed we estimate from the publishedVoyager
data is significantly higher than our Pioneer outflow speed
estimate, confirming the inference from our corotation measurements that conditions were different during the two
encounters. Both our Pioneer and Voyager estimates fall
within the range used in theoretical calculations.
These observationsimply that the Jovian magnetosphere
can undergo large-scale and long-term changes. During the
Pioneer 10 encounter the magnetospherewas in more of a
'quiescent state,' whereas in 1979 the Voyager spacecraft
observed

it in a more 'excited

state.'

The two observed

states appear to be quite different from each other. At this
point we have no way to know whether they are sharply
separated or whether intermediate states are possible.
If the Europa ions observed by Pioneer are derived from
water, then the observedbulk speedis greater than would be
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recycled sulphur [Lane et al., 1981], then the observedbulk
speed is consistent with that expected assumingstrict corotation. In this case, however, there also appear to be other
ions present at unexpected mass/chargeratios.
Along with differences in the Pioneer and Voyager UV
observations [Broadfoot et al., 1979] and long-term drifts in
the properties of the decimetric emission [Hide and Stannard, 1976] our results indicate the existence of long-term
and large-scale changesin the Jovian magnetosphere.The
Jovian magnetospherewas in a different statein 1973than it
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I

was in 1979.
OBSERVATIONS

A description of the Pioneer 10 plasma analyzer and the
orientation of its field of view in the middle Jovian magneto-

sphereis givenin the work of Intriligatorand Miller [1981].
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Fig. 1. Ion energyper unit charge(E/Q) spectrameasuredat
Pioneer 10 in the vicinity of the GalileanmoonEuropaduringthe
spacecraft'sinboundtrajectoryon December3, 1973. The ion
spectrashownwere obtainedon an outercollector(collector5) of
detectorB, the plasmaanalyzerwith five currentcollectors.The
ordinatesindicate the ion intensity on collector5. The E/Q range
(the abscissas)
of all thesedetectorB ion spectrais from 100V to 4.8
kV. The only data included are from portionsof the energy scan
which show evidence of corotating particles. Solid lines connect
measurementswhich are in adjacent energy steps;dashedlines
connect points which are not adjacent.

expectedassumingstrict corotation.We presenta tentative
explanation based on conservationof angular momentum
and the compressionof the outer magnetosphereon the
daysideby the solarwind, whichaccountsquantitativelyfor

someof theobservedspeedexcess.Thepossible
evidenceof
strongcompressionin our data corresponds
generallywith

The fields of view of the outer collectors (collectors 1 and 5)
of detector B (the medium-resolutionanalyzer) and channeltrons 1 and 26 of detector A (the high-resolutionanalyzer)
are closest to the direction expected for strict corotation. A
plasma distribution would need to have a high temperature

or a radial componentof bulk motionor both for a significant
part of it to be included in these fields of view [Intriligator
and Miller, 1981]. During the period from -1500 UT to 2055
UT (GRT--ground receivedtime) on December3, 1973,the
Pioneer 10 plasma analyzer detectedevidenceof corotating
ions over most of its energy range.
In the present paper we primarily discussthe data from
detector B between 1925 UT and 2046 UT. A data gap from
2100 UT to 2200 UT separatesthese data from the Io torus
spectra presented by Intriligator and Miller [1981]. During
the period covered the effects of energetic particles on
detector B were negligible.
Plasma

Enhancements

Figure 1 showsion energyper unit charge(E/Q) spectraof
corotating ions in the vicinity of Europa in chronological
order and in order of decreasingradial distance. These ions
were detected on collector 5. Similar results were obtained

from the other outer collector (1). Each spectrum in the
Voyager observationsof strongflow awayfrom the centrifu- figure shows data from only the portions of the energy scan
gal equatoron the daysideand may alsosupportmagnetohy- which show evidence of corotating particles (i.e., higher

drodynamiccalculationsof compressionof the Jovianmagnetosphereby a corotatinginteractionregionat this time.
Smith et al. [1981] describe numerical simulationsof the
propagation of solar wind structuresfrom Pioneer 11 to
Pioneer 10 which provide quite accurate estimatesof the
low-frequencystructureof the solarwind parametersbefore
and after the Pioneer 10 Jupiter encounter,Their estimates
appear reliable for the solar wind environmentat Jupiter
duringthe encounterwhile the spacecraftis immersedin the
magnetosphere.They calculate that during this time the
magnetosphere
was still within a corotatinginteractionre-

currents when collector 5 was near the direction of corota-

tion than when it was not; consistency of direction of
detection was also important in the data selection). Solid
lines connect measurements which are in adjacent energy
steps, dashed lines connect points which are not adjacent.

According to the D3 model, the Europa L shell crossing
occurred at 2026 UT [Kivelson and Winge, 1976]. A cursory

gion(ciR), witha dynamic
pressure
around10-9 dyn/cm
2.

comparisonof the spectrain Figure 1 indicatesthat in the
vicinity of Europa, particularly between 1958UT and 2018
UT, they are relatively steady in energy and shape.However, careful examination indicates that the spectra measured
before the L shell crossing have a number of significant

During the precedingtwo daysthe pressurehadbeenas high

differences from those obtained afterward:

as 4 x 10-9 dyn/cm
2, while the typical value duringa
rarefaction
regionwasa fewtimes10-•ø dyn/cm
•. Thusthe

crossingthe peak flux is lower in each spectrumand the
intensityof the peakat --•1100V is morefrequentlycompara-

magnetospherewas underrelatively highdynamicpressure.
To the extent that these effects propagatedinward to the
regionof relatively strongmagneticfieldwhereour observations were made, they also may have contributedto phenom-

ble to the intensity of the principal peak or shoulderat - 1600
V. These characteristics suggest that both density and
compositionchangesoccurredaroundthe time of the L shell
crossing.
Figure 2 provides additionalinformationconcerningthese
changes.The upper top showsthe peak collectorion intensi-

ena we observed.

If the Europa ions observedby Pioneerare derivedfrom

after the L shell
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ty in the E/Q rangefrom 1500to 2100V (the E/Q rangeof the
most prominent peak in the spectrum)as a function of time.
This graphprovidesstrongevidencefor a relativelylocalized
intensity enhancementsuperimposedon an overall intensity
gradient.
The bottom panel in Figure 2 shows the corresponding

peak intensity for ions in the E/Q range of 2900-4100 V,
representingtwice the M/Q ratio of the ions in the top panel
if the corotation speedsare approximatelyequal for both
ions. Evidently the peak intensity variationsin this E/Q
range are not exactly the same but are quite similar to those
in the lower E/Q range shownin the top panel.

The apparent intensity enhancementin the specificE/Q
ranges associatedwith the observationsin Figure 2 appears
to be strongevidence of the spacecraft'spassagethrougha
distinct plasma population. The natural hypothesis that
Europa might be the ultimate sourceof someof this plasma
is strengthenedby the evidencein Figure 2 that the plasma
enhancementis only foundoutwardfrom the EuropaL shell.
This is the expected location, since the Europa plasma
would be carried outward by the outflow from the Io torus.
Corotation Speed
The plan of this section is first to discuss the corotation

speedassumingthat the Europa ions are water derived and
then to disussthe alternative situation where the Europa
ions are recycled sulphurfrom the ambient plasma. In the
former casethe corotationspeedis higherthan that expected
for rigid corotation, and in the latter case it is consistentwith
that expected for rigid corotation. In either case the corotation speedin 1973 was considerablyhigher than the corota-

tion speedspresent in this region in 1979 as observed by
Voyager.
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the Pioneer 10 and Voyager 1
[McNutt et al., 1979]rigid corotation speedsin the middle magnetosphere. The Pioneer 10 (December 1973)measured corotarion
speeds including standard deviations are shown by the dots above
the line. The Voyager 1 (March 1979) measured corotation speeds
are shown by the crossesbelow the line. The dashed line indicates
the expected magnitude of the rigid corotarion speed at Pioneer 10.
The solid line indicates the expected componentof rigid corotarion
speed into the Voyager D cup. The data indicate that the plasma
speeds in December 1973 and March 1979 are different, with the
Pioneer speeds exceeding those predicted for rigid corotation and
the Voyager speedslaggingthe predicted speeds.A possibletheoretical explanation for the differencebetween Pioneer and Voyager
is discussed in the text. The less probable identification of the
principal peak measuredby Pioneer as M/Q = 32 would reducethe
Pioneer speeds by 30% making them match the dashed line more
closely.

tions. This indicates that the principal peak or shoulder at
--•1500-2000 V representsM/Q values in the range 16-18.
The implication is then that the kinetic bulk speed is above
127 km/s, in contrast to the expected corotation speeds
during this period which range downward from 115 to 100

The surface of Europa appearsto be largely pure water
ice. Heavy ions emittedfrom the surfacemightbe expected km/s. Thus the identification of the ions as O + OH + or
H20 + (specieswhich could not be distinguishedat the
to be predominantlyfragmentationproductsof water--O +

OH +, or H20+ and perhapsO2+--sincethe formationof
other specieswould require more complex chemical reacI0 - PEAK INTENSITY
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Fig. 2. Radial profiles of peak ion intensity in the vicinity of
Europa duringthe Pioneer 10 passagein 1973.(Top) Radial profile of
the peak ion intensity associatedwith M/Q = 16 in the vicinity of
Europa. (Bottom) Similar plot for M/Q = 32. The peak ion intensity
provides a roughestimate of the relative variation of the ion density.
The small arrows at 2026 UT indicate the predicted time of crossing
of the Europa L shell based on the D3 model of the magnetosphere
[Kivelson and Winge, 1976]. The dashed lines suggestthat from
about 1930 UT to 2030 UT water-derived ions from Europa are
superimposedon a smoothlyvarying backgroundpopulationof ions
with M/Q = 16 and 32, respectively,presumablyfrom the Io plasma
toms. The text describeswhy the alternativeidentificationof M/Q =
32 and 64 seems less probable.

resolution of the instrument configuration at this time)
implies plasma motion at this time faster than that expected
for strict corotation. This result is significantlydifferent from
the Voyager observations in 1979 [McNutt et al., 1979],
suggestinga change in this region of the Jovian magnetosphere between 1973 and 1979.
Surprising as this result is, a variety of considerations,
which are explained in the discussion section, support its
potential validity. We note here that if the M/Q ratio
associatedwith this 1500- to 2000-V peak was as much as 32,
the observed speedwould still be approximately equal to the
expected corotation speed and hence greater than the speed
observed by Voyager.
In order to obtain a trend in the speed covering a longer
time interval, spectra obtained earlier than those shown in
Figure 1 were also examined. A large number of spectra had
significantion detections, and over a period of several hours
(--•1500 UT to --•2100 UT), a trend of decreasing speed with
decreasing radial distance was evident.
Figure 3 is adapted from McNutt et al. [1979] and shows
the nominal corotation speed (the dashed line), the component of nominal corotation speed into the Voyager detector
(the solid line), the measuredcorotation speedfrom Voyager
(the crosses below the line), and the measured corotation
speed including standard deviations from Pioneer (the dots
above the line). The values of the Pioneer speeds are
estimates obtained by calculating the average speed corre-
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DISCUSSION
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This paper contains the first detailed analysis of the
inbound Pioneer plasma observations in the vicinity of
Europa. The data presentedin the precedingsectionlead to
a number of significantinferencesconcerningconditionsin
this region of the Jovian magnetosphereduringthe Pioneer
10 encounterin 1973and concerningthe possiblerelationsof
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tions during the Voyager encountersin 1979.
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Fig. 4. Location of the region of detectionof corotatingions in
the vicinity of Europaon a portionof the 'wigglediagram'indicating
the Pioneer 10 inboundtrajectory in Jovianmagnetospheric
coordinates. The Io plasma torus is also shown [Intriligator and Miller,
1981]. The latitude extent of the plasma shown is based on the
motion of the spacecraftrelative to the Jovianmagnetosphere.The
ions are assumedto extend alongthe field lines to the equatorand
are drawn symmetrically above the equator. The details of their
spatial distributioncannot be uniquely determinedfrom the single
flyby.

M/Q Ratio Determination
As indicatedin the precedingsection,a numberof spectra
show peaks at energies which appear to confirm our preferred identificationof the massto chargeratios in the range
M/Q = 16-18. As already noted, several spectrain Figure 1
show distinct but lesser peaks at 1100 V, which is (to the
accuracy of the measurements) 2/3 of the energy of the
principal peak. We thereforeassociatethis peak with an M/Q

ratioof 1•. Thisis theM/Q ratiofor S3+andthereare
several reasonsfor expectingthis ion to be presentin large
quantities. S was detected by Voyager both remotely
[Broadfoot et al., 1979] and in situ [Bagenal and Sullivan,
1981]in 1979. The Pioneer 10 plasmaanalyzer detectedlarge

spondingto the M/Q estimates in the spectrumwhere the
principal peak is assumedto be M/Q = 16. For a given

quantitiesof S++ in the Io torus [Intriligatorand Miller,

spectrum, the energy of the maximum current for each peak
was determined and the speedfor each peak was calculated.
The average speed for the spectrumwas then obtained.
The Pioneer speedsin Figure 3 indicate that the plasma
speed during the Pioneer encounter is consistently higher
than the expected corotation speed. This figure shows a
downward trend in speedin the Pioneerdata with decreasing
radial distance that is as regular as the trend in the Voyager
data. However, from Figure 3 it is evident that these
magnetospheric plasma speeds during the Pioneer 10 encounter are systematically above the plasma speeds observed by Voyager in 1979 and above the expected nominal
corotation speed (the dashed line in the figure).
Lane et al. [1981] have presentedevidence based on the
IUE observationsthat recycled sulphurions may be present

ionize S++ ions further, particularlyif the ions have a

in the vicinity of Europa. In this casethe ambient (Iogenic)
sulphur ions are implanted on Europa and subsequentlythey
are 'recycled,' giving rise to a local sourceof sulphurions--

1981). Sufficientlyenergeticparticles are always presentto
relatively long residencetime in the magnetosphere.
Clear detections of a narrower peak at about 1/16 of the
energy of the principal peak are much rarer, but two have
been found between

1630 UT and 1700 UT.

At these times

the corotation speedis much higher than it is near Europa so
that this peak is well above the low-energy thresholdof the
instrument. Its narrownessrelative to the heavy ion peaks
and its position at the low-energy end of the spectrum
correspond with the numerous hydrogen peaks present in
the published Voyager data (e.g., figures in the work of
Bagenal and Sullivan [1981]). Both the Jovian atmosphere
and the solar wind are possible sourcesfor this hydrogen.
Thus if this peak representsM/Q = 1, then our principal
peak is M/Q = 16-18.
It is possible,but in our view less likely, that all of these
identificationsare erroneous.For example,if we are mistak-

en in our identificationof corotatingprotons(peakM/Q = 1)

S+, SH+, or H2S+, etc.--in the vicinityof Europa.Thenthe

and theseionsare really corotatingHe++ ions(M/Q = 2),

principal peak or shoulder in our spectrain Figure 1 would
represent M/Q values of about 32. The radial profiles in
Figure 2 would correspondto M/Q = 32 and 64, respectively, rather than M/Q = 16 and 32. In this event the Pioneer
corotation speeds shown in Figure 3 would all be reduced
--•30%, making them coincide more closely with the speeds
expected for rigid corotation (the dashedline in Figure 3).
Figure 4 shows the trajectory of the spacecraftsuperimposed on the plasma regions inferred from the Pioneer 10
plasma data, as explained in more detail in the discussion
section. The trajectory plot shows spacecraftlocations in
magnetosphericcoordinates.We emphasizethat the spacecraft was always at least 1.5 Rj south of the magnetic
equator during the period associatedwith the data in Figure
3. The interval of enhancedplasmaintensitynear Europa's L
shell was detected between 3 and 4 Rj south of the equator.
Thus there is no possibility of mistaking the equatorial
plasma sheet for a lunar enhancement.

then our peak labelledM/Q = 16 would really be M/Q = 32,
our peak labelled M/Q = 32 would really be M/Q = 64, and

thepeaklabelled
M/Q = 1• mightbeM/Q = 23.However,
VoyagerdetectedH + ions,butfew He ++ ions;Voyageralso
detecteda relativelylargenumberof M/Q = 32 ions(S+) but
not many M/Q = 64 ions, and Voyager detectedmanyM/Q

= 1• ions(S3+)ionsandnotmanyM/Q = 23ions(Na+
ions). If our principalpeak representedM/Q valuesof 48 or
64, the higher-energydetectionswould representM/Q ratios
of 96 or 128, and the low-energy peak would representa
massof M/Q = 3 or 4. These identificationsappeareven less
plausible and less consistentwith other knowledgeof the
Jovian system.
In short, to obtain highermassesof our observedions(and
hence lower speeds),it is necessaryto postulatea major
differencebetween the chemicalcompositionof the magnetosphere during the Pioneer and Voyager encounters.This
difference would have to be so large that no plausible
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justification is readily apparent. In contrast, a mechanical strongevidencefor a plasmasourceat Europa. As discussed
explanationfor different corotationspeedsat different times above, it is not possibleto completelyunambiguouslyidentiis readily available as discussedin more detail below under fy these ions. In the subsequentdiscussionwe will refer to
the principal peak as M/Q = 16 and the secondarypeak as
the heading 'corotation and outflow.'
Like the Voyager experimenters,we find that our obser- M/Q = 32 but as indicatedabovethesepeaksinsteadmay be
vations cannot consistently be explained by spacecraft associatedwith M/Q - 32 and 64 ions, respectively. If we
chargingalone. Since the Pioneerplasmaanalyzer observa- examine Figure 2, we see an apparent backgroundof ions at
tions indicate plasma energies above those expected for M/Q -• 16 and 32, as expectedfor a gradualoutflowfrom the
strict corotation, if there were spacecraft charging, the Io torus. We also note that from 1945 UT to 2100 UT the
chargewould have to be negative.The shiftin energyof each intensity
ofionsatM/Q--•1• alsoshows
a gradual
increase,
ionic speciesfrom the expectedvalue would be proportional but the time profile of this increaseis differentfrom thosein
to its charge. However, the spectraappear to show shifts Figure 2. The ions with M/Q --• 16 and 32 show increased
proportional to the E/Q ratios of the ions as would be intensities between 1930 UT and 2030 UT, with detailed
expectedfor a populationof ions of differentM/Q ratios all variations which are so similar (e.g., they are simultaneous,
of comparable magnitude, and similarly shaped) that the
moving faster than expected.
It is possiblethat our interpretationsof the data in Figures most likely conclusion is that the added quantities of both
1 through 3 are the result of a combinationof chargingand types of ions come from the same source. Between 1930 UT
misidentificationsof ion species.Possiblysomecombination and2100UT, M/Q --•1•, however,
shows
fewchanges
and
of unexpected density ratios, more or less highly charged they do not match the changes in Figure 2. In particular,
species,and spacecraftchargescould be devisedto explain there is a continuous overall upward trend from 1945 UT to
each spectrum, but postulating a complicated series of 2100 UT without the decrease at --•2030 UT shown in both
composition and charge variations to explain them would panels of Figure 2.
These results are consistent with the identification of the
require some explanation as to why the variations should
added
M/Q = 16 and 32 ions as being O+ and 02+,
follow so closely the expected behavior for the simpler
explanationof massadditionfrom Europa and a persistently respectively,from Europa.O+ (andalsoOH+ and perhaps
higher speed.

H20 +) wouldbe expectedfrom the bombardment
of the icy

We do not wish to imply that there is no possibility of
misidentifyingindividual peaks or that spacecraftcharging
was completely negligibleat all times. In order to minimize
time aliasingduring this period the Pioneer plasmaanalyzer
was not operating in the mode that provides the highest
energy resolution. Some of the spectra show variations
which could be the result of either modest spacecraftcharging or the presence of unconsideredion species.

surface of Europa by the ambient energetic particle population. Wu et al. [1978] have discussed the chemistry of the
formation of 02 in an atmospherearound Europa. It follows

As in the work of Belcher et al. [1980], our conclusion is

model independent, because it is derived from a simple
comparisonof the energiesof the spectralpeakswith reliable
assumed masses. The Pioneer 10 plasma analyzer employs
quadrisphericaldeflection plates. This system measuresthe
full energy of the incoming plasma and the solid angle
integratedby eachcollectorof detectorB is lessthan 1/5 st.
The

Pioneer

results

should

be at least as reliable

as the

Voyager onesbecauseeven for transonicor subsonicplasma
distributions sufficient accuracy for qualitative studies is
available from the Pioneer plasma data without corrections
for unknown componentsof particle motion, or the convolution of the spectrum with the instrument response over a
large solid angle.
Ion Identification

These results show that during the 1973 Pioneer 10 encounter, significantchangesin plasma properties were observedas the spacecraftapproachedand crossedEuropa's L
shell. We doubt that they were temporal fluctuationsbecause it is improbable that temporal fluctuations would
coincide so neatly with this approachand crossingof the L
shell. A disturbance propagatinginward from the spongy
outer magnetospherewould be unlikely to so stronglyaffect
the much denser inner magnetospherewhere the plasma
pressureis dominatedby magneticpressureand particlesare
very stably trapped.
The intensity variationsin Figure 2 are consistentwith the
inferred chemical propertiesof Io and Europa, and present

that 02+ would alsobe expectedfrom a sourceat Europa.
Our observations thus could support the inference by Wu et
al. that their UV observationsrepresent detections of oxygen atoms. Their quantitative calculations, however, were
done on the pre-Voyager assumptionof a magnetospheric
plasma dominated by light ions, without the benefit of the
recently publishedPioneer 10 plasmaobservationsof the Io
toms [lntriligator and Miller, 1981] and without the benefit
of the laboratory experimentson keV heavy ion sputtering
by P. K. Haft (preprint, 1981).
No ion formed from oxygen except a very improbableone,

suchas 023+,canhaveM/Q --• 1•. Thuswe wouldnot
expect any enhancementfrom Europa of the ionsin this M/Q

rangeand we identifytheseionsas S3+ ionsfrom Io. The
absence of any intensity enhancement of the ions in this
range in the Pioneer data is additional evidence that the
enhancements in the other ions (as shown in Figure 2) are
associated with oxygen added from a local source rather
than local intensity variations of the Iogenic plasma.
The detectionsof ions at M/Q ratiosof 32 and abovecould
also represent recycled sulphur or sulphur compounds as
implied by Lane et al. [1981] and the laboratory experiments
of Johnson et al. [1981]. Eviatar et al. [1981] suggestthat
under these conditionssulphur could be a dominant ion. In
this case one could identify the principalpeak as M/Q = 32

asbeingS+ ions(or SH+ or H2S+ ions)andthe nextpeakas
M/Q = 64 as beingSO2+ ions.
Evidence for a Source at Europa

The hypothesisof a Europa sourcemay also explain some
of the more detailed variations seen in the plots in Figure 2.
The regularly spacedrises observablein both ion plots that
we have attributed to added oxygen from Europa suggest
some periodic process. The most basic periodicity in the
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account.The flows associatedwith the M/Q = 16 and 32 ion
intensitiesplotted in Figure 2 clearly have a strongsouthward component. As shownin Figure 5, these observations
were
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made close to local noon. This result confirms the

observationby Voyager 1 [McNutt et al., 1981]that significant compressive deflections were observed in magnetosphericplasmamotionwithin 10Rj of Jupiteras late in local
time as 1400LT (Voyager 2 reachedperiapsisat 10.1 Rj at
1800 LT and did not observe any compressivedeflection

EUROPA

OF

EUROPA

toward Jupiter in this region as shown in Figure 4, and this
would account for the inward componentof motion [Intriligator and Miller, 1981] apparently needed to bring the
plasma distribution into our instmment's field of view.
Comparison with the Voyager results suggeststhat such
compressiveflows are likely to be a permanentfeature of
this region of the magnetosphere.We noted above that the
external pressure on the magnetospheremay have been
considerably higher than usual at the time the Pioneer
measurements were made. The magnetic field this far inside
the magnetosphereis presumablystrongenoughnot to be
greatly affected by such external pressurechanges.
Magnetospheric compressionby solar wind pressure appearsto explain a subtlebut significantaspectof the profiles
of Europagenicoxygen ions in both panelsof Figure 2. The
plasma in the last enhancement between 2015 UT and 2030
UT was evidently emitted about 10 hours earlier, since
Pioneer 10 is only 25ø upstreamof Europa. Given the 10
hoursof outflow, invokedto explainthe successiveenhancement peaks in these profiles, the innermost enhancement
shouldhave been detectedsignificantlyoutsidethe predicted
positionof the L shellif magnetospheric
compressiondid not
occur. The distance would be approximately the radial

IT
OF
IO
Fiõ. 5. Pioneer l0 crossinõsof Europa plasmastreams(seetext).
The location of Europa is shown at the time Pioneer l0 crossedits
orbit. This fiõure is drawn to scale.

Jovian magnetosphereis the 10-hourrotation. If the plasma
in this region had little turbulence and a slow outflow speed,
a regularly spaced spiral stream or layer of plasma from
Europa would accumulateas depictedin Figure 5. Figure 5 is
drawn

to scale and therefore

cannot

show both the entire

orbit of Europa and the spacingbetween the streams in a
drawing of reasonable size. A large figure would show the
plasma streams as forming a more or less tight spiral around
Jupiter. Figure 5 depicts a portion of this structure.Then, as
illustrated, along the Pioneer 10 trajectory there would be
four (or possibly five) crossings of these Europa plasma
streams. We suggestthat this is precisely what we observe-successivelayers of Europa plasma, respectively entrained
about 54, 43, 32, 21, and 10 hours before their respective
times of observation.

We have taken into account the motion

of Europa in its 84-hour orbit (Figure 5 indicatesthe location
of Europa at the time that Pioneer 10 is crossingits orbit).
We may also note the similarity of the inner edge of the ion
profiles in Figure 2 to the precipice in the Io toms. At
Europa the precipiceis even steeper.This may be due to the
outward force of the Io plasma.
The plasma streams from Europa would represent an
obstacle to the outflow of Iogenic plasma. At the interface
between the Europa and Io plasma, an increase in the
density of the latter may occur as it deceleratesand transfers
outward

momentum

to the former.

Further insight may be obtained by consideringthe fluctu-

ationsin the apparentlyIogenicS3+ andits possiblescale
height.The narrownessof the S3+ peaksin Figure 1 indicates that its temperatureis low. Sincetheseions have a high
mass, their scale height would be expected to be small. An
examination of the data used for Figure 3 confirms that

largeramountsof S3+ ionsare detectedbetween1600UT
and 1700 UT than after 1700 UT, and that between 1800 UT
and 1900 UT they are usually undetectable. This is consistent with a small-scale height and the latitude variations of
the trajectory at these times (see Figure 4).
Several more inferences can be made when the compression of the magnetosphereby the solar wind is taken into

distance associated with the width of one of the enhance-

ments. Evidently, the compressionpushedthe plasma back
to the Europa L shell. It also appearsthat the compression
can explain such a subtle feature in Figure 2 as the lesser
separationbetweenthe last two enhancementsin the profiles
as comparedwith the separationsassociatedwith the earlier
ones. Europa was near 1430 LT when Pioneer crossed its L
shell. Ten hours earlier, when the plasma forming the last
enhancementwas being emitted, Europa was near 1130LT,
where compressiveeffectswere already quite strongso that
previously emitted plasma would have been somewhat
pushed back toward Europa. When the plasmaforming the
earlier enhancementswas emitted at 21, 32, 43, and 54 hours
before the Pioneer 10 passage,Europa would have been at
various locations of local night and early morning, where
compressiveeffects are usually small or nonexistent. Thus it
is reasonablethat plasma streamsemitted from these locations of Europa's orbit would be better separated.
We have discussedhow a variety of aspectsof the data in
Figures 1 and 2 can be consistentlyinterpretedin terms of a
source at Europa, which provides plasma which acts as a
'tracer' elucidating the behavior of plasma in this region of
the Jovian magnetosphere.We have emphasizedthe intensity variations displayed in Figure 2, becausethey show so
many significant features which are not obvious from the
original spectra in Figure 1. However, since the plots in
Figure 2 are derived as summary data, it is necessaryto
check the original spectrato ascertainwhether there is any
reason to think that any misleadingeffects which are visible
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in the spectra could have occurred to cause us to misinterpret Figure 2. We want to rule out other possible explanations for the observed changesin the spectra in the vicinity
of Europa and thereby to indicate that the most plausible
explanation for the observationsin the vicinity of Europa is a
change in compositionfrom a local source of emission.
The changes in the spectral shape in Figure 1 do not
suggesta changein the speedof the plasma. A large, sudden
speed change without changesof temperature or composition would shift the spectrumin energy without changingits
relative shape much. This is not the case for these spectra
which show such prominent peaks.
Possibly a more plausible alternative is an acceleration
mechanismwhich either removes particles from the energy
range observedby the instrumentor alters the distributionin
a manner which would mimic the changes we observe. In
either case, it is necessary to explain why this mechanism
would apparently only operate at Europa's L shell. To our
knowledge, such a mechanism, with the necessary special
characteristics, has not been theoretically predicted or inferred from experiment. The simplest explanation for the
observed spectral changeis a changein composition.
Several possible mechanismscould cause a composition
change. If all the observed ions are derived from Io without
any recycling through the surface of Europa, then some
process operating in the plasma over a restricted range of
radii at Europa's orbit changes the ion composition by
recombining, further ionizing, accelerating, or trapping one
speciesmore than another. The operation of such a process
would be unusually specificand localized and would have to
produce a large variety of observedphenomenawhich are
naturally expected from recycling through Europa's surface
or mass addition by Europa. It seemsat least as reasonable
to considerwhether these changesresult from the addition to
the plasma of ions derived from Europa's surface.
To our knowledge, Europa has not been suggestedas a
significant source of plasma for the Jovian magnetosphere
since the initial reports of the Voyager encounterdata, with
their astonishing detection of the plasma of the Io torus.
Nothing in the Voyager data has so far been interpreted as
providing evidence for a plasma population associatedwith
Europa. Io, the Jovian ionosphere, and the solar wind have
been consideredthe three possibleplasma sources,with the
plasma largely concentrated into an equatorial sheet outside
Io's orbit. Indeed, in a recent paper, Eviatar et al. [1981]
concludethat Europa cannot be a significantplasma source
in the magnetosphere. Their paper is based on the IUE
measurements presented by Lane et al. [1981]. We are
confidentthat our plasmadata representa direct observation
of plasma from Europa. The resolution of this possible
disagreementmay be in consideringthe importance of large
temporal variations. We will discuss the Voyager and IUE
data below, after further consideration of the Pioneer data.
We must emphasize that in suggestingthat Europa's
surface is the source for ions which are added to the outward

diffusing plasma at Europa's orbit, we are making no inferences

about

the

mechanisms

of material

removal

from

Europa or of ionization. Ions could be releaseddirectly from
the surface, or from an atmostphereby several processes,or
neutral material could be released which is later ionized near

Europa. As mentionedabove, the experimentsof P. K. Haft
(preprint, 1981)and Johnsonet al. [1981] are suggestive,but
we cannot directly compare them with our data. Possibly
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some constraint is put on the range of possiblemechanisms
by the apparent evidence in our data that the plasma is
emitted in a rather localized region, as indicated by the
apparent persistence of separated streams after several
Jovian rotations. We will compare this concept with available Voyager data below.
In Figure 4 we have indicated the location of the region of
detection of corotating ions in the vicinity of Europa on a
portion of the trajectory of the spacecraftin Jovian magnetospheric coordinates. In addition, we have shown the location
of the regions of detection of corotatingions near Io [Intriligator and Miller, 1981].
The latitude extent of the regionsdepicted is based on the
motion of the spacecraft relative to the Jovian magnetosphere. The ions are assumedto extend along field lines to
the equator and are drawn symmetrically above the equator.
Their actual presence at other latitudes cannot be determined uniquely from a single flyby. To date we have found
no evidence of measurable corotating fluxes from Pioneer
11, whose trajectory is less favorable for ion detection. The
radial extent of the torus outside of Europa is basedprimarily on the data used to determine the Pioneer speedsin Figure
3.

Corotation and Outflow
A number of more quantitative conclusions can be drawn
from comparison of these results with Voyager data and
other

studies.

The lagging observed by the Voyager plasma experiment
has been interpreted to be the result of mass loading:
conservation of momentum causes plasma moving outward
to lag behind corotation. The amount of lag dependsamong
other things on the balance between the speedof outflow and
the accelerating torque caused by the field-aligned (Birkeland) currents. The currents, in turn, depend on the ionospheric (Pedersen) conductivity, which, in turn, depends

among other things on the temperatureof the upper atmosphere, which is ohmically heated by those same currents.
Thus there is a feedback effect possible which implies that
the outflow speedof the plasma is not simply proportional to
the density of the Io torus. During the Voyager encounter
there was clearly a large degree of lag in the corotation speed
(implying a rapid rate of massflow out of the inner magnetosphere).
A large amount of theoretical and data analytic effort has
been expended in order to understand the details of the
Voyager observations. Siscoe and Summers [1981], for
example, discuss the feedback system mentioned above,
deriving and finding special solutionsto the nonlinearequations describingdiffusion under such circumstances.Siscoe
et al. [1981] point out the added complications of energetic
particle pressure. These reports and also Richardson and
Siscoe [1981] assume that the outward motion is basically
diffusive, while Hill et al. [1981] and others assume that the
motions are organized into a large-scale convection system.
The assumptionof a convection systemis generallylinked to
a magnetic anomaly model of the magnetosphere. Vasyliunas and Dessler [ 1981] summarize the argumentsfor this
model and their reasons for viewing as premature the
generally held judgment of the invalidity of this model. The
outflow speed in a diffusion-dominated system might not
show a dependenceon Jovian longitude, perhaps depending
on the importance of magnetic anomalies;but a convection-
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plasma associated with the enhancements is emitted every
10 hours, this gives 3/160 Rfih as the outflow speed,which is
SUN
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Fig. 6. Voyager 2 trajectoryin the vicinity of Europa basedon
Stone and Lane [1979]. This figure is drawn to scale.

1331 km/h or 0.37 km/s.

It is interesting to explore whether we can obtain a
comparable estimate from the Voyager data. Figure 6 shows
that Voyager 2 had a trajectory that was very favorable for
detecting ions from Europa if any were present. Figure 7 is
adapted from McNutt et al. [1981]. We have indicated with
arrows below the data the peaks, which previously had been
interpreted as magnetic equator crossings,that we consider
to be plausible candidates to include detections of Europagenic plasma. This suggestionis strengthenedby a careful
examination of the plot which indicatesthat the edge closest
to Jupiter (this is the final edge of the first peak and the initial
edge of the second peak) of each peak is extremely abrupt.
This is similar to the inner edge of our Europa enhancements
in Figure 2. The edges of the undoubted equatorial sheet
crossingselsewhere in this figure, and in the corresponding
figure of McNutt et al., for Voyager 1 are not usually this
sharp. We also note that in Figure 7 the first peak we
associatewith Europa is unusually narrow for an equatorial
current sheet crossing and that it occurs more than an hour
ahead of the calculated time indicated by the arrows above
the data (to aid the reader in studyingthese two crossingswe
have includedtwo arrows immediatelyabovethe data denoting the predicted magnetic equator crossingtimes).
Taking these two Voyager peaks as detectionsof Europa
plasma, we can estimate the outflow speed. The inner edge
of the first peak appearsto be about 70 min before periapsis

and the inner edgeof the secondappearsto be about80 min
after periapsis. If the periapsisis at 10.1 Rj, and the motion
of the spacecraftis 1 Rj/h over this restricted range, then the
inbound and outbound inner edge detectionsare at approximately 10.17 and 10.19 Rj, respectively. They are separated
by 14.1 degrees, or approximately 0.04 of a circle requiring
0.4 hour for corotating plasma to rotate through the angle.
Thus the Voyager outflow speedis 0.02 Rj/0.4 h = 0.5 Rj/h

dominatedsystemwould, and the outflow speedmight be
locally higher than in a diffusion system.
Directly obtained estimates of outflow speed could be
very useful in clarifying the outflow mechanismand also

many problemsof sourcestrengthwhich have implications
for magnetosphericdynamics.Using the values of $iscoe

DISTANCE(Rj)
•

•o

25

2o

Io L,,

and Summers [1981], we note that the strength of Io (2 x

1028
particles/s
andaverage
massm* = 20amu,or4 x 1029
amu/s) is less than the lower limit used by Dessler [1980].

The muchhighervaluesof 2.6 x 1030amu/sand5 x 1031 •-- 102
amu/sare usedas lower and upperlimits, respectively,in the
calculations of Hill et al. [1981]. The Rice University group's
convection calculationsgenerally appear to assumelarger
source strengths and higher outflow rates than those employed by others.
The apparentaccumulationof successive
layersof Europa
plasmaprovidesa way to estimatethe outflowspeedduring
the hours precedingthe Pioneer 10 traversal of the inner
magnetosphere.Obviouslyan outflow rate cannotbe estimatedfrom a simplemeasurementof radial speeds.We have
described inward motion of the plasma due to solar wind
compressionof the magnetosphere.However, if the spacecraft traverses one enhancementevery 15 min and its radial
componentof velocityis approximately0.75Rfih duringthis
period (as shownin the wigglediagramin Figure4), then the
spacingbetween the enhancementsis 3/16 Rj. Since the
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FiB. 7. Our identification
Europasenicplasma(denotedby a•ows below the data). Masnetic
equator crossinssare denotedby a•ows above data (adaptedfrom
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1. Outflow Speed at L = 9.5

Basis for Estimate

Speed, km/s

Pioneer data

0.37

Voyager data
(our estimate)
Diffusion theory

1

[Siscoeand Summers,1981]
Convection theory

0.2

17.6

[Hill et al., 1981]

= 3520 km/h or 1 km/s. This is roughly triple the Pioneer
speedand like the changein corotation speedsuggeststhat
the mass loading was less during the Pioneer encounter.
Obviously this estimate for Voyager, being based on a
publishedfigure which may have accumulatedinaccuracies,
is more uncertain

than the rate we calculated for Pioneer.

Nevertheless, it is interesting that such a rough estimation
method could yield a value which is not only of the same
order of magnitude as the Pioneer value, but larger as
expected for the slower corotation speedobservedby Voyager. We hope that the Voyager experimenterswill undertake a more accurate estimate to give a more quantitative
understandingof the evident large changein magnetospheric
mass loading.
Table 1 compares these experimental values with two
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phur ions. They concludethat equilibriumbetweenimplantation and plasmaerosionof the surfacerequiredan erosion

ratewellbelow1000• peryear.Boththesputtering
rate
calculatedby Lane et al. andthe time constantfor approaching equilibriumafter a change,which may be inferred from
their calculations,dependon the averagedepthof penetration into ice of the impactingsulphurions. Little laboratory
informationis presentlyavailableon this subjectasnotedby
Lane et al. Eviatar et al. [1981]presentdetailedarguments
for a much shallowerpenetrationand obtaina correspondingly smallererosionrate and sourcestrength.It is therefore

interesting
that Johnson
et al. andP. K. Haft foundthat
heavy ions were much more effectivesputterersthan light
ions and that Johnsonet al. [1981] report that 'the erosion
rate [of water ice] was far greaterthan expectedon the basis
of contemporary[1978] sputteringtheory.' It is precisely
becausesuch departuresfrom theory have been recently
observed that we need to be wary of extrapolation to
estimatethe behaviorof 100-keV sulphurions hitting Europa. Thus the availablelaboratory data and the IUE data are
generallyconsistentwith each other when Jovianmagnetospheric variability is taken into accountand both appear
consistent with our analyses of the Voyager and Pioneer
plasma detections.

theoretical ones. We obtained the Siscoe and Summers value

One more quantitativedeterminationcanbe made.Figure
3 showsthat the speedsobservedby Pioneer 10 typically
agreewith or rangeup to 30% abovethe nominallyexpected

by extrapolatingtheir Vs (L = 6) = 0.05 value to L = 9.5 by

corotation speedfor the radial distancesshown. However, in

theirformulawhichmakesVs a L 3(i.e., 0.2 = 0.05(9.5/6)3). the neighborhoodof Europa'sL shell, plasmaobservedby
We also note that Figure 1 of Richardson and Siscoe shows

that an L3 dependence
of N (and thereforeVR) fits the
available Voyager PLS data quite well over the range 6-12
Rs and that the results of their nonlineardiffusionequation

Pioneer 10 has travelled inward --•15% of its originalradial
position, so that momentum conservationimplies a 15%
excessin the tangentialvelocity component.The velocity,
however, is directed about 30ø south and somewhat inward

are extremelycloseto the L3 dependence
from7 to 12Rs.

of corotation.Thus the polar componentmustbe morethan

We obtainedthe Hill et al. estimatefrom their equation(26):

one half the tangentialcomponent,representing
work done

Vr -<2.8 (9.5/6)4 = 17.6for L = 9.5. Table1indicates
thatthe

on the plasma by the solar wind compression.The vector
sum of thesetwo componentsis then at least 15% abovethe
tangentialcomponentor more than 30% abovethe expected
corotationspeed.This is in agreementwith the upwardrange
of our observedspeedsand perhapscould be taken for
arguingfor the presenceof oxygenions.Thusit appearsthat
the mass loading rate during the Pioneer encounter, as
indicatedby the low outflow speed,was low enoughthat
motion closeto the expectedcorotationspeedwas possible

observed speeds are bracketed by the theoretical rates.
However, neither theory is disprovedby these data because
the Io source strength is unknown.
As the plasmadensityin the inner magnetosphereappears
to have been much higher during the Voyager encounter
than during the Pioneer encounter, it is likely that the
densities of plasma emitted from Europa (and hence the
sourcestrengthof Europa) were higherduringthe Voyager
encounter than during the Pioneer encounter, althoughwe
do not presently have a quantitative estimate.
Now that we have discussedthe evidence for Europa
plasma detection in the Voyager data, we can make further
comparisons with other reports. Our conclusion that the
Voyager data show evidence for a significant density of
plasma from Europa appears to be consistent with the
conclusion of Johnson et al. [1981] that the erosion rate of

in the uncompressed
partof the magnetosphere
andthatit is
possibleto account kinematicallyfor the probable speed
excess observed in the Pioneer data.

It is naturalto ask if the outflowand inward compression
motions discussedhere can confirm or disprovethe existence of large-scaleconvectionsuchas describedby Hill et
al. [1981]. At this point an effort to resolve this question
seems premature. The data from which we determined the

Europa's
surface
mayhavebeenasmuchas1000• peryear Pioneeroutflowspeedestimatewere gatheredroughlyequiat the time of the Voyager 2 encounter,but the apparent
large temporal fluctuations inferred from comparing the
Voyager and Pioneer data imply that all the data could be
consistentwith a much lower erosionrate as an averageover
several recent years.
This apparent variability is important to remember in
considering the IUE observations of Lane et al. They
observedUV absorptionon the trailinghemisphereof Europa which they attribute to SO2. They concludedthat it was
produced by deep implantation of impacting energetic sul-

distant between the 'active sector' and the 'inactive sector.'

Our observationsare probablytoo localizedin longitudeto
give a useful determinationin 1973of whether large-scale
convection was occurring. The approximate method by
which we obtained the Voyager outflow speed estimate
makes that result tantalizing but not definitive. We cannot
predict whether the questionof large-scaleconvectionwill
be resolved in the future from data now available, but there
is some satisfactionin being able to obtain results which
seem consistentwith more general considerations.
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CONCLUSIONS

We claim that the Pioneer 10 plasma analyzer detected
ions derived from Europa. The observationsindicatethat the

ions are most likely O+ ions, althoughOH + or H20 + ions
would also be consistentwith the data. It is alsopossiblethat

the ions are S+ derivedfrom recycledsulphur.In Figure 1
possibly the breadth of the peaks in the spectra from the
densest part of the Europa region is due partly to the
presenceof these specieswhich are closely spacedin M/Q,
as well as to a relatively high temperature. For any of these
ions or for a mixture of them, the speciesidentification is
consistent with emission and ionization of material from the

icy surface of Europa.
These species identifications lead us to model-independent speedestimatesgreaterthan or equalto thoseexpected
for rigid corotation. The obviousalternativesto this interpretation of higher corotationspeedslead to contradictionswith
the data or to implausibilitiesmuch worsethan unexpectedly
high corotation speeds. Thus we have looked for a mechanism that might provide a possible explanation for this
observation. It appears possiblethat the radial massoutflow
speedthrough the middle magnetospherecan be much lower
than it was during the Voyager encounter[Hill et al., 1981].
We derive an estimatedmean outflow speedof 0.37 km/s
from our data and we derive 1 km/s from Voyager 2 data.
These estimatesare consistentwith theoretical expectations
if there was a major change in mass loading between 1973
and 1979.We also appearto be able to accountkinematically
for the greatercorotationspeedof the plasmain 1973than in
1979 by momentum conservation and compressionof the
magnetosphere by the solar wind.
The assertion of plasma derivation from Europa is based
on several lines of evidence. The profile of peak intensityfor
M/Q = 16 and 32 ions indicatesan enhancementover the
apparent background derived from Io. Moreover, this enhancementpeaks closeto the time predictedfor crossingthe
Europa L shell. Laboratory experimentsindicate significant
emission of atoms or moleculesby sputtering.The Voyager
2 data from the few hoursaroundperiapsiscan be interpreted as showing that significantemissionfrom Europa was
occurring. However, the conditions for observing these
emissions were much less favorable

in 1979 than in 1973.

The topology of the Europa plasma torus probably
changesdependingon the speedof magnetosphericplasma
outflow. At times it is a partial torus or a streamer (as we
have shown for the Voyager data). At other times it may
have a spiral configurationas illustrated by our Pioneer 10
analyses. Generally, the Europa plasmatoms may not be as
complete or durable as the Io plasma toms.
We remarked in our paper on the Io toms that the Pioneer
plasmaanalyzer was surprisinglyeffectivein obtaininginformation on the Jovian magnetosphere.In the presentpaper
we have gone beyond confirming the Voyager results to
obtain significant information on large-scale or long-term
variations in the conditions in the middle Jovian magnetosphere between 1973 and 1979 and to take advantageof the
more favorable conditions in 1973 for observing emission
from Europa.
An obvious next step is to determine if plasma derived
from Ganymede or Callisto was detectedby the Pioneer 10
plasma analyzer, sincethe sourcestrengthof Io was apparently so much greater in 1979 than in 1973, thus tending to

swampfaint plasmasources.The discussionabove suggests
that the Pioneer 10 data are more likely than the Voyager
data to containunambiguous
evidenceof suchplasma.
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